
On projetive linear groups over �nite �eldsas Galois groups over the rational numbersGabor Wiese
AbstratIdeas from Khare's and Wintenberger's artile on the proof of Serre'sonjeture for odd ondutors are used to establish that for a �xedprime l in�nitely many of the groups PSL2(Flr ) (for r running) ouras Galois groups over the rationals suh that the orresponding number�elds are unrami�ed outside a set onsisting of l, the in�nite plae andonly one other prime. 1 IntrodutionThe aim of this artile is to prove the following theorem.Theorem 1.1. Let l be a prime and s a positive number. Then thereexists a set T of rational primes of positive density suh that for eahq 2 T there exists a modular Galois representation� : GQ ! GL2(F l)whih is unrami�ed outside f1; l; qg and whose projetive image is iso-morphi to PSL2(Flr ) for some r > s.Corollary 1.2. Let l be a prime. Then for in�nitely many positive in-tegers r the groups PSL2(Flr ) our as a Galois group over the rationals.Using SL2(F2r ) �= PSL2(F2r ) one obtains the following reformulationfor l = 2.Corollary 1.3. The group SL2(F2r ) ours as a Galois group over therationals for in�nitely many positive integers r.1



2 Gabor WieseThis ontrasts with work by Dieulefait, Reverter and Vila ([D1℄,[D2℄,[RV℄ and [DV℄) who proved that the groups PSL2(Flr ) and PGL2(Flr )our as Galois groups over Q for �xed (small) r and in�nitely manyprimes l.Dieulefait ([D3℄) has reently obtained a di�erent, rather elementaryproof of Corollary 1.2 under the assumption l � 5 with a di�erent rami�-ation behaviour, namely f1; 2; 3; lg. His proof has the virtue of workingwith a family of modular forms that does not depend on l.In the author's PhD thesis [W℄ some omputational evidene on thestatement of Corollary 1.3 was exhibited. More preisely, it was shownthat all groups SL2(F2r ) our as Galois groups over Q for 1 � r �77, extending results by Mestre (see [S℄, p. 53), by omputing Hekeeigenforms of weight 2 for prime level over �nite �elds of harateristi 2.However, at that time all attempts to prove the orollary failed, sinethe author ould not rule out theoretially that all Galois representationsattahed to modular forms with image ontained in SL2(F2r ) for r biggerthan some �xed bound and not in any SL2(F2a ) for a j r, a 6= r, have adihedral image.The present paper has undergone some developments sine the �rstwriting. However, the ore of the proof has remained the same. It usesa proedure borrowed from the ground breaking paper [KW℄ by Khareand Wintenberger. The representations that we will onstrut in theproof are almost - in the terminology of [KW℄ - good-dihedral. The waywe make these representation by level raising is adopted from a part ofthe proof of [KW℄, Theorem 3.4. Although the paper [KW℄ is not itedin the proof, this paper owes its mere existene to it.Meanwhile, the results of the present artile have been generalisedto the groups PSp2n(Flr ) for arbitrary n by Khare, Larsen and Savin(see [KLS℄). Their paper [KLS℄ also inspired a slight strengthening ofthe main result of the present artile ompared to an early version.Aknowledgements. The author would like to thank Bas Edixhovenfor very useful disussions and Alexander Shmidt for an elegant argu-ment used in the proof of Lemma 3.1.Notation. We shall use the following notation. By Sk(�1(N)) wemean the omplex vetor spae of holomorphi usp forms on �1(N)of weight k. The notation Sk(N;�) is used for the vetor spae ofholomorphi usp forms of level N , weight k for the Dirihlet har-ater �. If � is trivial, we write Sk(N) for short. We �x an algebrailosure Q of Q and for every prime p an algebrai losure Q p of Qp



Projetive linear groups as Galois groups 3and we hoose one and for all an embedding Q ,! Q p and a ringsurjetion Zp ! Fp, subjet to whih the following onstrutions aremade. By GQ we denote the absolute Galois group of the rational num-bers. For a rational prime q, we let Dq and Iq be the orrespondingdeomposition and inertia group of the prime q, respetively. Given aneigenform f 2 Sk(�1(N)) one an attah to it by work of Shimura andDeligne a Galois representation �f;p : GQ ! GL2(Q p) with well-knownproperties. Choosing a lattie, reduing and semi-simplifying, one alsoobtains a representation �f;p : GQ ! GL2(Fp). We denote the ompo-sition GQ ! GL2(Fp) � PGL2(Fp) by �projf;p . All Galois representationsin this paper are ontinuous. By �pr we always mean a primitive pr-throot of unity. 2 On Galois representationsThe basi idea of the proof is to obtain the groups PSL2(Flr ) as theimage of some �projg;l . In order to determine the possible images of �projg;l ,we quote the following well-known group theoreti result due to Dikson(see [Hu℄, II.8.27).Proposition 2.1 (Dikson). Let l be a prime and H a �nite subgroupof PGL2(F l). Then a onjugate of H is isomorphi to one of the follow-ing groups:� �nite subgroups of the upper triangular matries,� PSL2(Flr ) or PGL2(Flr ) for r 2 N,� dihedral groups Dr for r 2 N not divisible by l,� A4, A5 or S4.We next quote a result by Ribet showing that the images of �projg;l fora non-CM eigenform g are \almost always" PSL2(Flr ) or PGL2(Flr ) forsome r 2 N.Proposition 2.2 (Ribet). Let f = Pn�1 anqn 2 S2(N;�) be a nor-malised eigenform of level N and some harater � whih is not a CM-form.Then for almost all primes p, i.e. all but �nitely many, the image ofthe representation �projf;p : GQ ! PGL2(Fp)attahed to f is equal to either PGL2(Fpr ) or to PSL2(Fpr ) for somer 2 N.



4 Gabor WieseProof. Reduing modulo p, Theorem 3.1 of [R1℄ gives, for almost all p,that the image of �f;p ontains SL2(Fp ). This already proves that theprojetive image is of the form PGL2(Fpr ) or PSL2(Fpr ) by Proposi-tion 2.1.In view of Ribet's result, there are two tasks to be solved for provingTheorem 1.1. The �rst task is to avoid the \exeptional primes", i.e.those for whih the image is not as in the proposition. The seond oneis to obtain at the same time that the �eld Fpr is \big".We will now use this result by Ribet in order to establish the simplefat that for a given prime l there exists a modular form of level apower of l having only �nitely many \exeptional primes". The followinglemma an be easily veri�ed using e.g. William Stein's modular symbolspakage whih is part of Magma ([Magma℄).Lemma 2.3. In any of the following spaes there exists a newformwithout CM: S2(27), S2(34), S2(53), S2(73), S2(132).Proposition 2.4. Let l be a prime. PutN :=8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
27; if l = 2;34; if l = 3;53; if l = 5;73; if l = 7;132; if l = 13;l; otherwise.Then there exists an eigenform f 2 S2(N) suh that for almost allprimes p, i.e. for all but �nitely many, the image of the attahed Galoisrepresentation �f;p is of the form PGL2(Fpr ) or PSL2(Fpr ) for somer 2 N.Proof. If l 2 f2; 3; 5; 7; 13g, we appeal to Lemma 2.3 to get an eigen-form f without CM. If l is not in that list, then there is an eigenformin S2(l) and it is well-known that it does not have CM, sine the levelis square-free. Hene, Proposition 2.2 gives the laim.We will be able to �nd an eigenform with image as in the preedingproposition whih is \big enough" by applying the following level raisingresult by Diamond and Taylor. It is a speial ase of Theorem A of [DT℄.Theorem 2.5 (Diamond, Taylor). Let N 2 N and let p > 3 be aprime not dividing N . Let f 2 S2(N;�) be a newform suh that �f;p is



Projetive linear groups as Galois groups 5irreduible. Let, furthermore, q - N be a prime suh that q � �1 mod pand tr(�f;p(Frobq)) = 0.Then there exists a newform g 2 S2(Nq2; ~�) suh that �g;p �= �f;p.Corollary 2.6. Assume the setting of Theorem 2.5. Then the followingstatements hold.(a) The mod p redutions of � and ~� are equal.(b) The restrition of �g;p to Iq, the inertia group at q, is of the form�  �0  q � with a harater Iq  �! Z[�pr℄� ,! Zp[�pr ℄� of order pr forsome r > 0.() For all primes l 6= p; q, the restrition of �g;l to Dq, the deompo-sition group at q, is irreduible and the restrition of �g;l to Iq isof the form � �0  q � with the harater Iq  �! Z[�pr℄� � Fl (�pr )� ofthe same order pr as in (b).Proof. (a) This follows from �g;p �= �f;p.(b) As q2 preisely divides the ondutor of �g;p, the rami�ationat q is tame and the restrition to Iq is of the form �  1 �0  2 � for non-trivial haraters  i : Iq ! Z�p . Their order must be a power of p,sine their redutions mod p vanish by assumption. Due to q � �1mod p, loal lass �eld theory tells us that  i annot extend to GQq , astheir orders would divide q � 1. Hene, the image of �g;pjDq : Dq !GL2(Q p)! PGL2(Q p) is a �nite dihedral group. Consequently, �g;pjDqis an unrami�ed twist of the indued representation IndGKDq ( ) with Kthe unrami�ed extension of degree 2 of Qq and  : GK ! Z[�pr℄ atotally rami�ed harater of order pr for some r > 0. Conjugation by�g;p(Frobq) exhanges  1 and  2. It is well-known that this onjugationalso raises to the q-th power. Thus, we �nd  2 =  q1 and without lossof generality  =  1.() With the notations and the normalisation used in [CDT℄, p. 536,the loal Langlands orrespondene reads (for l 6= q)(�g;ljWq)ss �= Q l 
QWD(�g;q);if g orresponds to the automorphi representation �g = 
�g;p. Inpartiular, knowing by (b) that �g;pjIq is � �0  q �, it follows that �g;ljIqis also of that form. As  is of p-power order, it annot vanish underredution mod l if l 6= p. Hene, �g;ljIq is of the laimed form. Theirreduibility follows as in (b).



6 Gabor Wiese3 Proof and remarksIn this setion we prove Theorem 1.1 and omment on possible general-isations.Lemma 3.1. Let l be a prime and s 2 N. Then there is a set ofprimes p of positive density suh that p is 1 mod 4 and suh that if thegroup GL2(Flt ) possesses an element of order p for some t 2 N, then2 j t and t > s.Proof. We take the set of primes p suh that p is split in Q(i) and inert inQ(pl). By Chebotarev's density theorem this set has a positive density.The �rst ondition imposed on p means that 4 divides the order of F�pand the seond one that the order of the 2-Sylow subgroup of F�p dividesthe order of l in F�p . If the order of g 2 GL2(Flt ) is p, then F�l2t ontainsan element of order p (an eigenvalue of g). Thus, l2t�1 is divisible by p,whene the order of l in F�p divides 2t and onsequently 2 divides t. Theondition t > s an be met by exluding �nitely many p.Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us �x the prime l and the number s from thestatement of Theorem 1.1. We will now exhibit a modular form g suhthat �projg;l has image equal to PSL2(Flt ) with t > s. We start with theeigenform f 2 S2(l�) provided by Proposition 2.4. Next, we let p beany of the in�nitely many primes from Lemma 3.1 suh that the imageof �projf;p is PSL2(Fpr ) or PGL2(Fpr ) with some r. We want to obtain gby level raising. The next lemma will yield a set of primes of positivedensity at whih the level an be raised in a way suitable to us.Lemma 3.2. Under the above notations and assumptions, the set ofprimes q suh that(i) q � �1 mod p,(ii) q splits in Q(i;pl) and(iii) �projf;p (Frobq) lies in the same onjugay lass as �projf;p (), where is any omplex onjugation,has a positive density.Proof. The proof is adapted from [KW℄, Lemma 8.2. Let K=Q be thenumber �eld suh that GK = ker(�projf;p ). De�ne L as Q(�p ; i;pl). Condi-tions (i) and (ii) must be imposed on the �eld L and Condition (iii) onK.We know that Gal(K=Q) is either PSL2(Fpr ) or PGL2(Fpr ). In the for-mer ase the lemma follows diretly from Chebotarev's density theorem,as the intersetion L\K is Q, sine PSL2(Fpr ) is a simple group. In the



Projetive linear groups as Galois groups 7latter ase the intersetion L\K =M is an extension of Q of degree 2.As p � 1 mod 4 by assumption, �projf;p () is in Gal(L=M) �= PSL2(Fpr ),sine det(�f;p()) = �1 is a square mod p. Consequently, any q satis-fying Condition (iii) is split in M=Q. Again as p � 1 mod 4, omplexonjugation �xes the quadrati sub�eld of Q(�p ), whene any prime qsatisfying Conditions (i) and (ii) is also split in M=Q. Hene, we mayagain appeal to Chebotarev's density theorem, proving the lemma.To ontinue the proof of Theorem 1.1 we let T be the set of primesprovided by Lemma 3.2. Let q 2 T . Condition (iii) assures that�f;p(Frobq) has trae 0, sine it is a salar multiple of the matrix repre-senting omplex onjugation, i.e. � 1 00 �1 �. Hene, we are in the situationto apply Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6. We, thus, get an eigenformg 2 S2(l�q2; �) with � a Dirihlet harater of order a power of p (itsredution mod p is trivial) suh that �g;ljDq is irreduible and �g;ljIq isof the form �  �0  q � with  a non-trivial harater of order pr. Hene,in partiular, the image �projg;l (GQ) ontains an element of order p, as� �0  q � annot be salar due to p - q � 1.We next show that �projg;l (GQ) is not a dihedral group. It annot beyli either beause of irreduibility. If it were dihedral, then �projg;lwould be a representation indued from a harater of a quadrati exten-sion R=Q. If R were rami�ed at q, then �projg;p (Iq) would have even order,but it has order a power of p. So, R would be either Q(pl) or Q(p�l).As by Condition (ii) q would split in R, this implies that �projg;p jDq wouldbe reduible, but it is irreduible. Consequently, �projg;l (GQ) is eitherPSL2(Flt ) or PGL2(Flt ) for some t. By what we have seen above,PGL2(Flt ) then ontains an element of order p. Hene, so does GL2(Flt )and the assumptions on p imply t > s and 2 j t.We know, moreover, that the determinant of �g;l(Frobw) for any primew - lq is wk�1�(w) for some �xed k (the Serre weight of �g;l). As �(w)is of p-power order, Flt ontains a square root of it. The square roots ofelements of F�l are all ontained in Fl2 and thus also in Flt , as t is even.Hene, �projg;l (Frobw) 2 PSL2(Flt ). As every onjugay lass ontains aFrobenius element, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is �nished.Remark 3.3. One an develop the basi idea used here further, in par-tiular, in order to try to establish an analogue of Theorem 1.1 suhthat the representations ramify at a given �nite set of primes S and areunrami�ed outside S [ f1; l; qg.
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